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While Bizon was a nickname for the VIRM, it lost that name quite quickly after the first presentation. The formal name (that has been
scrapped because the system the name was based on was never implemented) was Regiorunner. It also has this name in v1 of the
set.

Associated revisions
Revision 313:906208ddf538 - 2012-03-10 20:28 - foobar
Fix: names of IRM/VIRM (issue #3799)

History
#1 - 2012-03-10 20:18 - Transportman
Same is for the IRM-III (which you missed to include) and IRM-IV, those trains were first and were extended to the VIRM-IV and VIRM-VI, naming thing
is still the same as above.

#2 - 2012-03-10 20:21 - Transportman
Reading goes great today, you did include the IRM-III... But you named it VIRM-III in the language file.

#3 - 2012-03-10 20:26 - foobar
which you missed to include

They're in r311 and r312 respectively. The nightly compiled while I was in the middle of those.
I just messed up the names there (too much copy/paste). There never existed a VIRM-III. The current VIRM-IV is also the IRM-IV, with properties
updated in 2002.
But IIRC the name 'bizon' was used longer than 'regiorunner', which is why I went with that. Plus it nicely matches the animal names of other trains
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#4 - 2012-03-11 15:29 - foobar
- Status changed from New to Feedback
- Target version set to 2.1.0

I've set this to version 2.1.0.
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I'll leave 'bizon' in for now. If people complain about this after the release of 2.0, we can always change it for 2.1.

#5 - 2012-03-12 21:10 - foobar
- Target version changed from 2.1.0 to 2.0.0-beta1
#6 - 2012-05-17 11:13 - foobar
- Target version changed from 2.0.0-beta1 to 2.0.0-alpha4
#7 - 2012-06-19 11:25 - foobar
- Status changed from Feedback to Closed

Since nobody complained in a long time, I'm closing this now.
Of course that doesn't mean it cannot be changed any more, may more people think the name is wrong.
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